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Happiness Batteries

10 minute short film
Exp budget: £15,000 - £20,000
Genre: Surrealist Drama

How do you charge your happiness
batteries? For young carer, Hazel, and
her mum, Jen, it's their time together that
gives them the strength to overcome
their challenges. Happiness Batteries is a
surrealist, joyful exploration of a mother-
daughter bond.

Director: Annabella Forbes
Writer: Cressida Peever
Producer: Evelyn Sharples

Contact: evelynsharples1@gmail.com



Hazel was a worrier even before her mum’s health began
to decline, and now she finds it hard not to catastophise
situations. She’s a serious young woman who feels deeply
and likes to be in control. 

That’s why she tries to make her mum promise to stay in
her chair all day whilst she sits her English GCSE exam: if
Jen doesn’t move, she won’t need to worry. Even still, when
Hazel turns over the exam paper, she begins to panic. 

But her strong relationship with Jen means that Hazel is
able to coach herself to success by recalling the
discussions she’s had with her mum. Over the course of
the film, she learns to worry less and make the most of
joyful moments wherever she can.

Hazel (17)



Jen has glitter in her veins. Sociable, vivacious and vibrant, she’s the
life and soul of the party. When her health began to deteriorate five
years ago, that didn't change, but there’s no getting around the fact
that her mobility has been reduced because of it. Thanks to her sticks
and physiotherapy, she’s not held back by her disability and it’s just
one of the many details that make her who she is. 

Her bond with Hazel is unbreakable. It’s been just the two of them at
home for most of Hazel’s life, and that suits Jen perfectly. Whatever
Hazel needs, she’s there: money for milkshakes, a strong cup of tea,
or someone to talk to about her GCSE set text. Likewise, when Jen
has a hurdle to overcome – like climbing the stairs to the loo whilst
she’s in pain – Hazel inspires her to keep going.

Jen (38-45)



Jane Horrocks

Jane will be playing the role of Jen.

Television includes: Road, Absolutely Fabulous, Never Mind the
Horrocks, The Street, Gracie, The Road to Coronation Street, Trollied,
Inside No 9.

Film includes: The Dressmaker, The Witches, Life is Sweet, Little
Voice, Chicken Run, Corpse Bride, Sunshine on Leith, Swimming with
Men.

Theatre includes: Cotton Panic (Manchester International Festival);
King Lear (Old Vic); If You Kiss Me Kiss Me, Annie Get Your Gun, The
Good Soul of Szechuan (Young Vic); East is East (Trafalgar
Studios/tour); Absurd Person Singular, Sweet Panic (West End);
Cabaret (Donmar); Macbeth (Greenwich); The Rise & Fall of Little
Voice (National/West End).



It's a big day for HAZEL: her English GCSE. So today of all days, she doesn’t want to be
worried about her mum, JEN. She implores her mum not to leave her chair, but half-way to
school, she has a vision – the milk. Through her imagination we see Jen in a series of
unlikely scenarios, injuring herself whilst putting it away. But Hazel hasn’t got time to turn
back, so she’ll have to trust her mum to stay put.

Meanwhile, Jen is grooving through her daily physio. We join Jen in her imagination, as she
pretends to swim towards the loo – a technique that eases her pain. But when she arrives,
there’s a problem: no toilet paper. At school, Hazel turns over the exam paper and panics.
In her imagination she too is in water – sinking. Until she sees Jen’s foot kicking past and
uses it to pull herself up to the surface. 

Suddenly we’re back in the exam hall, with Jen sitting alongside Hazel (in her comfy chair, of
course). With Jen’s presence, Hazel is able to remember their study sessions together, and
tackle the exam question. Simultaneously at home, Jen climbs the stairs to the upstairs
bathroom, where mountains of loo roll await. She imagines Hazel standing at the top,
cheering her on. Neither woman feels alone, having had their ‘happiness batteries’ charged
whilst together.

Hazel completes the exam jubilantly. Jen mounts the stairs like a champion. When Hazel
returns home –a weight off her shoulders– it’s to a fresh cup of tea. Jen has been up and
about after all, but Hazel knows now that it’s nothing her mum can’t handle. As Hazel sits
she feels something behind the cushion. She reaches behind her and pulls out a pair of
swimming goggles – dripping wet!

Plot Summary



Reference film: "Lady Bird" directed by Greta Gerwig



I was drawn to Happiness Batteries due to the unique (candid without
condescension) portrayal of the protagonists, the elements of
surrealism, and the loving humour. The subject matter is interesting on
many levels from the personal to the societal, and I relish the challenge
of directing a thought-provoking film, with strong surrealist elements,
that doesn’t patronise the female voices therein. 

Let's start with what this film is not: it's not a patronising look at the
doom-scape of being a young carer. Equally, it's not an over-
simplification or naive take on things being 'not that bad’. It’s not
whimsical or childish. This is a sensitive and intelligent portrayal of the
micro and macro of a daughter and mother - and the bond therein. I
strongly recognise Hazel’s palpable catastrophisation of the person
she loves most being left alone - a topic not often explored in film. And
where it is, it features a mother worried about her child rather than the
other way around. 

This is a film that jumps between real-life anxieties and challenges
(both mental and physical), that are (in this case) ultimately
surmountable. And the film’s message is clear: there is nothing to say
that the subject matter of caring for a relative with a disability need not
have a positive outcome or be up lifting. Indeed it is this viewpoint (and
the gentle humour) that makes the script so compelling. 

 Director's Vision



Hazel’s English exam and Jen’s expedition to the lavatory
provide the vehicles to further explore the subtext of the
story - and demonstrate how their lives are intertwined
even when they’re apart. Like mother like daughter both
have colourful imaginations - giving this film its unique
look and feel. The themes of the film are strong: anxiety,
love, frustration, effort, freedom, confidence, tenacity, joy
and loneliness. And it’s through the actors' performances
and strongly stylised visual design that these will be
conveyed. A synchronised colour palate will be key
throughout - the lives of these women are not bland, but
colourful and promising. And while their home life is
modest (though not basic), and the action features events
of ‘the everyday’, theirs is a world of imagination, where
they delight in the little things.  

- Annabella Forbes

Reference film: "Lady Bird" directed by Greta Gerwig



I wrote Happiness Batteries in response to my own
experience of having a disabled family member. It
was important to me to recognise the impact of a
disability on an individual and those around them –
whilst not making it the defining feature. Jen can
have a disability, whilst at the same time being
cheeky, sparkly and determined. It informs who she
is, but it is not all that she is. Likewise for Hazel; she
is a young carer as well as a conscientious young
woman with an overactive imagination. Rather than
making their responsibilities the main discourse of
the screenplay, I have chosen to make it their strong
mother-daughter bond.

- Cressida Peever

Writer's Statement



Cressida studied at Durham University before obtaining a Masters
with Distinction in Creative Writing from the University of Oxford.
Simultaneously she worked as a fundraiser for King’s Health
Partners (including The Evelina Children’s Hospital), and then at
The National Theatre raising money for productions, participation
programmes and work with young people. So it’s no surprise that
writing for and about younger audiences has been a significant
feature of her work. 

She is currently working with immersive theatre company, Les
Enfants Terribles, to create their first immersive experience
specifically for young people, to be delivered in classrooms around
the UK. Her immersive productions for grown-ups, Divine
Proportions (2018-19) and Red Palace (2019-20) each ran for 17
weeks at The Vaults, Waterloo. The latter was seen by over 12,000
audience members and chosen by The Stage as a top theatre pick
for 2019. As a filmmaker, she was chosen as a finalist for The Royal
Television Society’s 48 Hour Film Competition in 2021, and she has
a 6-part TV series in development with Woolyback Productions. In
February 2022 she spent a month as a Writer in Residence at the
prestigious Jan Michalski Foundation in Switzerland.          

 

★★★★★ "Doubtlessly a well-rounded success" Broadway World for
Divine Proportions

★★★★ "Smart, sexy immersive theatre" The Stage on Red Palace,
chosen as one of the top 50 shows of 2019

★★★★★ "the script, written by Cressida Peever, was far too good... the
show is near-enough flawless. This is exactly what I was waiting to see."
Edfringe Review for O,FFS (Edinburgh Festival Fringe, 2018)

About the Writer

Production image from Red Palace



Reference film: "Submarine" directed by Richard Ayoade

https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1CARGFB_enGB932GB932&sxsrf=ALiCzsbSBm6JAsbx4InJMh4wTti4ffymDQ:1653916970083&q=Richard+Ayoade&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAONgVuLUz9U3MM8tKyh6xGjCLfDyxz1hKe1Ja05eY1Tl4grOyC93zSvJLKkUEudig7J4pbi5ELp4FrHyBWUmZyQWpSg4VuYnpqQCAFWPWLxVAAAA&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiSmfXrqIf4AhXPUMAKHXFDC6wQzIcDKAB6BAgFEAE


Producer's Statement

When Annabella introduced me to the script for Happiness Batteries, her obvious
enthusiasm had me intrigued. On reading the script I instantly saw why. Cressida’s
writing is compelling. It felt at once personal and universal. I could sense
Cressida’s emotional connection to the lives of Hazel and Jen but through such a
joyous lense. Their stories are told with a sensitivity that makes them feel
relatable while the imagination sequence brings a freshness and originality to the
story of a mother-daughter relationship that hasn’t been seen before. 

As a Producer, I have been working on a BFI funded feature in development with
Untold Arts alongside exec producers, Independent Film Trust. I will be drawing
on my experience running small budget large scale projects alongside my recent
experience working as an Assistant Director on set to run an efficient production
that will attract an incredibly skilled crew willing to work on a dynamic and fresh
film. Alongside this, I will use my connections within charity and working with
young people to provide an element of participation in the film development.

This short has some ambitious sequences that will set it apart as a short while the
decision to shoot in Bath allows us to draw on connections for locations to shoot
within a tight budget. I’m excited to be working with an inspiring Writer-Director
tea to bring Hazel and Jen’s dynamic day to life.

- Evelyn Sharples, Producer
Reference film: "Billy Elliot" directed by Stephen Daldry



Timeline

Consultations with young people

Shooting
Workshops with young people

Post Production

Festival Submissions

Festival Screenings

Summer 2022

Autumn 2022 

Winter 2022

Spring 2023

Summer/Autumn 2023

Reference show: "Gilmore Girls" created by Amy Sherman-Palladino



"Before you go, you charge up my
happiness batteries.
And you’re back before they run
down."

Reference film: "Lady Bird" directed by Greta Gerwig


